
COST TO TAXPAYERS 

Every year, American taxpayers spend $14 billion dollars to jail people awaiting for trial.

-  Taxpayers pay $14 billion a year – $38 million per day – to keep people in jail who have not  

been convicted of a crime. Most of this is spent on people who do not pose a significant risk to  

public safety.             

-  Spent otherwise, $14 billion dollars could provide shelter and services for 50,000 homeless  

veterans, salaries for 300,000 firefighters, or free or reduced lunch to 31  million children.3  

- In California, the average daily cost per jail bed is about $114.4     

-  The federal government has allocated over $2.5 billion for county jail construction and upgrades  

due, in large part, to overcrowding.5  The same amount could be used to hire 70,000 new teachers  

nationwide.6             

 

Incarceration is significantly more expensive than supervised release.
-  Assessing people individually and releasing those who pose little risk to public safety could  

save an estimated $78 billion annually.7           

-  At the main jail in Santa Clara County, pretrial detention costs $204 for each    

defendant daily, compared to $15 on people released on pretrial supervision.8    

-  Nationwide, it costs approximately $74.60 per day to keep an individual in jail. It  only cost  

$7.17 to release an individual under supervision.9       

COST TO INDIVIDUALS 

People incarcerated before trial often lose their housing and employment,  
and suffer strained family relationships.

-  People may also lose their housing due to inability to pay rent because of lost wages or an  

inability to pay their landlords due to being incarcerated.1 0       
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Costs of Money Bail to 

Taxpayers and Individuals

Money bail is the requirement for people in jail to pay money in order to be released 
while waiting for trial. Money bail is unaffordable for many people, leaving them 
unconvicted but incarcerated for weeks, months, or even years. The costs of money 
bail are substantial to taxpayers as well as to the people being detained and their 
families. Annual costs are estimated to be $140 billion1—nearly double annual state 
spending for California public schools.2 
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-  Income loss can also push individuals further into debt by missing payments. This could lead to  

repossession of vehicles, further damaging economic prospects.11      

-  In one study, almost half of all women in jail awaiting trial in Massachusetts were at risk of  

losing their home due to an inability to pay rent.12         

-  Being in jail also prevents some individuals from paying child support and threatens custody  

arrangements.13              

-  In Santa Clara County, spouses, children, parents, grandparents, and friends of people in jail 

described how the inability to raise money for bail and lengthy detention caused numerous   

problems, including:            

>>  Loss of jobs due to an inability to travel to work, leaving dependent family members and children 
to fend for themselves.            

>>   Separation of children, as well as sick and elderly family members, from caretakers.14  

People released before trial are more likely to be employed and pay taxes

-  People who are released while awaiting trial are 26.9% more likely to be employed three to four  

years after their arrest than those incarcerated pretrial.15        

-  People who are released are 4.3% more likely to file tax returns three to four years after their  

arrest than those incarcerated pretrial.16          

People released before trial are more likely to be employed and pay taxes

-  Studies shows that people who were incarcerated for two or three days before trial were 40% more  

likely to be arrested again in the future than people held less than 24 hours.   

-  When held 8-14 days, people are 51% more likely to commit a crime within 2 years after completion  

of their cases than their counterparts held no more than 24 hours.17       

-  A 2016 study using a large sample from Philadelphia and Pittsburgh found that the assignment of  

money bail caused a 6-9% rise in recidivism.18         
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